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1

Author’s Introductory Notes

High profile cases in recent years such as the Facebook emotional contagion study [33], university
researchers collecting facial recognition data from students without consent [31], and photos
mined from dating sites used to train algorithms to predict sexual orientation [52] have challenged
traditional notions of research ethics, particularly within the computing research community.
Research ethics in terms of both regulation and training has focused largely on human subjects
research, where harm is conceptualized via direct interaction with research participants [61].
However, the type of research now possible due to the scope and scale of publicly available data not
only falls outside of these traditional regulatory schemes [71], but harms are often more indirect
and less foreseeable. Within the human-computer interaction (HCI) research community, there
have been calls to more carefully consider the possible negative consequences of our work [35],
though this type of speculation about future harms can be challenging.
One possible avenue for addressing this challenge is through design fiction, which has been used
to explore the potential outcomes of new design work, including the creation of fictional studies or
papers that provide a space for critique [9]. Design fiction methods can encourage anticipation of
and reflection about the potential downsides of technology design, research, and implementation
[64]; indeed, reflection about speculative designs has been successful in encouraging technologists
to consider how their practices might play out in the future [77]. Drawing from these ideas, the
fictional paper that follows tackles the issue of research ethics and possible harms by exploring a
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plausible technological future and the kinds of harms that might occur if today’s ethical precedents
expand to tomorrow. By scaffolding this type of creative speculation, the goal of this paper is to
encourage researchers to think more broadly about the types of harms that are possible and the
potential consequences of the ethical norms that are in the process of being created.
2

Introduction: New Ethical Considerations for Public Data

As the process of creating and sharing data about ourselves became more prevalent, researchers
have had access to increasingly rich data about human behavior. Accordingly, ethical practices
surrounding the use of such data has long been a topic of debate and inquiry even as the nature
and scope of pervasive public data has changed due to evolving technology and practice. These
conversations began with simple observations of people in public spaces, and when those public
spaces moved online, the ethical dilemmas became even more complex. We have since moved
beyond the precise concerns raised by early, simplistic instantiations of social sharing, such as once
highly popular Internet platforms like Twitter (which involved largely text, with some basic static
media) and YouTube (short, static, unconnected video content). However, many of the underlying
principles remain, and the evolution of these ethical debates within research communities are
still instructive for thinking through more contemporary challenges—specifically, regarding the
availability of LifeStream data for research.
Though recent controversies related to LifeStream have been framed in the media as privacy
issues, a subset of these actually have research ethics at their heart—notably, the labeling of a
college student as depressed by a major newspaper, and the harassment of a group of women game
developers via cruelly edited videos of deceased loved ones. These two cases touch on a number
of pressing complexities when it comes to researchers using LifeStream data, including inference,
amplification of content, false positives, use of deleted data, and sharing public datasets.
Through a historical lens, this paper interrogates these evolving ethical considerations for
research that makes use of public LifeStream data. Using these case studies, and illustrating how
past precedent has influenced current practices and discussions, we can better position current
debates in order to inform ongoing ethical norms and guidelines as our research moves forward.
3
3.1

History and Related Work
Lifelogging

Lifelogging is a phenomenon where people passively record, typically through wearable devices,
data from their daily lives in varying amounts of detail [32]. The concept has some overlap with
quantified-self techniques, though rather than focusing on a single analytic such as health selfmonitoring, lifelogging moves towards the totality of life experience [32]. Early large-scale examples
of lifelogging included MyLifeBits and SemanticLife, both projects from the early 2000s that
attempted to create digital archives of personal information [59]. Other early lifelogging-related
technologies tended to focus on personal, specific functions—for example, tracking eating habits
[69], creating records of infants’ milestones [43], or supporting people with impaired memory [51].
The potential for digital memory was cast as almost utopic, with images of the potential for perfect
recall, personal reflection, improved productivity, and safety [18].
In addition to concerns about information overload [18], privacy was frequently raised as a
significant issue for the potential widespread adoption of lifelogging [14, 26, 37, 59]. Even without
the public dissemination of lifelogging data that we associate with the practice today, privacy was
seen as a roadblock due to legal issues and the recording of data beyond oneself (e.g., bystanders
or sensitive settings [19, 26, 68]). The failure of Google Glass, the first significant commercial
augmented reality product, was in part due to both concern over privacy law and widespread
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public discomfort, illustrating the difficulty in navigating both policy and social norms [46, 74].
Automated methods for preserving privacy in-situ for lifelogging were developed quite early on—for
example, defensive frameworks defined by physical location such as bedrooms and bathrooms [68],
and methods based on facial and movement detection [69]. However, these privacy-related issues
become even more pronounced when lifelogging data is shared beyond the user [26, 59].
Though lifelogging can focus on personal functions and does not always have a sharing component, social sharing is a natural extension of the phenomenon [26, 59], and indeed, some early
studies of lifelogging for personal reflection revealed the desire to share more broadly [17, 43].
Though there are earlier examples of public-facing lifelogging (for example, through diaries or
unsophisticated early wearables), the website JenniCAM, which began in 1996 and streamed a
young woman’s life via webcam, is typically considered the first widely shared lifelog [41]. Though
as lifelogging technologies evolved, sharing became a more integrated component, and early research regarding sharing preferences revealed an interest in sharing the majority of data, even
amidst privacy concerns [37]. There has since been a great deal of research that has examined the
privacy, ethical, and social implications of lifelogging generally [1, 14, 26], including implications
for research ethics (particularly in the context of informed consent and scope of data [42, 48, 58]).
However, a significant difference between LifeStream and the lifelogging that took place ten
years ago is the pervasive and public nature of LifeStream data, beyond even previously popular,
static social media platforms such as Twitter and Instagram. Therefore, this paper focuses on one
specific facet that is highly relevant for LifeStream: the implications for research ethics in the
context of public, easily accessible lifelog data.
3.2

Public Data and Research Ethics

Discussion of the ethical implications of research involving public data notably surfaced when
widespread use of the Internet as a research site introduced many complications to traditional
notions of research ethics. In the United States, the Belmont Report (published in 1979) [66] has
long been the major source of ethical standards for human subjects research, with universities
largely governed by institutional review boards (IRBs). However, Internet research introduced some
question into what even constitutes human subjects research. IRB definitions (still unchanged)
require that the research involve “data through intervention or interaction with the individual”
and/or “identifiable private information” [11]. Particularly with definitions of public spaces and
public data on the Internet so unclear [10, 80], many IRBs have long considered the study of public
data to not fall under their purview [11, 71]. However, even in the early days of these debates,
researchers still acknowledged the potential harms that can occur with the study of online public
data, particularly in the context of privacy violations [29, 56, 80].
Given the regulatory ambiguity and inconsistency [71], ongoing to this day, research communities
have had to form their own ethical guidelines and norms for research involving public data. Similar
to discussions of this issue with respect to social media data many years ago, researchers are
struggling to create these norms, and there are differences in ethical heuristics from discipline to
discipline and from researcher to researcher [72]. These differences are exacerbated by competing
values—weighing individual and collective privacy concerns, for example, against innovation,
progress on important problems, or replicability [44]. However, even as these debates continued,
whether the data came from Facebook [80] or a dating site [81] or later LifeStream, the most
commonly cited ethical heuristic for data collection remained whether the data is “public”—despite
direct calls for this heuristic to change to include more nuance, such as the origin, characteristics,
and purpose of the data collected [29].
Specific concerns raised over many years by researchers interrogating the ethical considerations
of research using public data include the lack of informed consent [6, 40], identifiability of individuals
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in data [5, 16, 80], the amplification of content beyond its intended context [22, 73], community-level
harms [36], the implications of algorithmic inference [13], and considerations for sensitive contexts
or populations [13, 22, 57], among others. However, these issues must be framed within the broader
context of the benefits of scientific discovery; even when the public data available was simply static
text on Twitter, researchers were able to make advancements that benefited, for example, public
health [50, 62] and disaster response [47, 60]. For this reason, early explorations into framing the
problem suggested that, in order to ensure that we do not shut down research with public data
entirely, it is critical to create ethical guidelines that go beyond measures of publicness and consider
the contextual factors at play that contribute to potential harms [29]. Though there have been a
number of attempts since then to create such guidelines and codify them, and many individuals or
even entire research communities have made progress in creating stable norms, there is still a great
deal of uncertainty and disagreement with respect to ethical considerations for LifeStream data
specifically.
4

LifeStream, Research, and Ethics

Over the past decades, a number of technological and social developments have rapidly altered
the scope, scale, and character of data that researchers can now access. Whereas as early as the
short-lived Google Glass project [74] and its precursors [37], people have had the ability to record
their surroundings with little effort, the LifeStream camera was the first such technology to achieve
truly significant uptake among the general public. Though many of the lifelogging technologies that
preceded LifeStream focused on personal use, it was the first system designed specifically for social
sharing. When first introduced, a number of commentators compared LifeStream to the technology
introduced in Dave Eggers’ 2013 novel The Circle, in which characters chose to “go transparent”
and share every moment of their lives with the world, with first-person video constantly recorded,
shared, and archived [23]–an idea that does in retrospect now seem quite prescient.
Though the precise number of active users is in contention, the userbase for LifeStream is
comparable to that of Facebook at the height of its popularity. About the size of a dime, designed
to stick easily to skin (typically worn just above the bridge of the nose), and requiring charging
only once every 72 hours, the unobtrusive nature of the LifeStream camera was one factor that
led to heavy initial adoption. Shifts in privacy norms in the years between the releases of Google
Glass and LifeStream also made for easier public acceptance. In fact, normative changes continued
to push adoption. A widespread values-shift towards accountability, fueled by a number of crises
involving public figures in positions of power with society-level ramifications, heavily influenced
increased adoption of LifeStream. As legal scholar Anita Allen predicted in 2003, the spread of
social, economic, and political freedom, combined with increased ambivalence about privacy, has
led to a culture in which individuals are expected to make public the more intimate details of their
lives in a context in which they are also safer from punishment [1]. Interestingly, this profound
cultural change also echoed themes introduced in The Circle, where social pressure contributed
to politicians being among the first to go transparent. Some early enthusiastic LifeStream user
communities even adopted mantras from the book as their own: Secrets Are Lies; Sharing Is Caring;
Privacy Is Theft [23].
The LifeStream camera passively records first-person video constantly, except when deactivated
manually or by the automated triggering of rules that a user can set—for example, based on detection
of location, face, or heart rate. Research has shown that the most common rules include deactivation
in bathrooms or bedrooms, when family members are in view, or when heart rate is low (as a proxy
for sleep) or high (as a proxy for sexual activity). However, nearly 1/3 of all LifeStream users do not
set any rules at all, which results in 24-hours-per-day archived video data, which is automatically
uploaded to the sharing platform. Though shared data is public by default, users have the option
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to use privacy settings that specify who can view their content (modeled after the “friends only”
options from Facebook). However, similar to Facebook, users often have difficulty understanding
or implementing privacy settings [27, 67], and users rarely use granular selective sharing or have
different settings for different types of content [27]. Researchers have estimated that approximately
75% of all LifeStream data is publicly viewable by anyone.
Today’s widespread public sharing of LifeStream data without regard for highly salient privacy
concerns might have come as a surprise to privacy researchers even a decade ago. However, the
amount of data shared intentionally on social media at that time also might have shocked researchers
from the decade before that, and generational differences in privacy attitudes—particularly regarding intentional social sharing—were already coming into view [34]. Moreover, there were many
motivations for sharing personal information publicly even before the significant values shift to
accountability over privacy—not just connection and encouragement [49] but even sharing private
or stigmatized information in order to receive social support [2, 30] or identifiable information to
seek help during a crisis [16].
This enormous trove of publicly available data has led to another “data gold rush” by researchers,
reminiscent of the once dominance of Twitter data for research [25, 82]. This gold rush is also
facilitated by an API that makes data collection an easy task without much computational work. As
a result (again, as with Twitter [29]), LifeStream data is being used to answer innumerable different
kinds of research questions across nearly every discipline imaginable. A quick search as of this
writing reveals that within the last week, scholarly papers using LifeStream data have been published
in journals for Linguistics (regional accent analysis), Gender Studies (gender roles in preschools as
performed within and outside of a teacher’s presence), Media Studies (media consumption habits
correlated to fanfiction production), Astronomy (stargazing data), Public Health (flu symptoms
displayed by clinic walk-ins), and Human-Computer Interaction (behavioral analysis of LifeStream
non-users). Finally, similar to the revelation from a meta-analysis of Twitter research in 2014 [82],
none of these published papers make any mention of a university IRB or any other form of ethical
review.
It is also worth noting that, though the focus here is on researchers’ uses of LifeStream data, there
are a number of ethical concerns outside of this scope that also track to issues that once plagued
social media—for example, the sharing and selling of user data with third parties without explicit
consent beyond Terms of Service [28], manipulation of the LifeStream social feed for A/B testing
without user knowledge [33], the internal collection of friends-only data to create user behavioral
models [65], death and injury due to purposefully engaging in dangerous activity for LifeStream
views [70], and opaque behavioral advertising techniques [24]. Additionally, beyond researchers,
there are ethical concerns with other parties’ use of LifeStream data—notably, marketers and
journalists. In addition to significant controversies (e.g., a data journalists’ analysis that revealed a
number of Hollywood affairs among dyads of LifeStream non-users), there is also concern that again
echoes a problem common with social media [20, 22]–the use of LifeStream data by journalists
without knowledge or consent, to illustrate public opinion. Most recently, a news article about the
historic cancellation of The Simpsons included of people reacting to the news–including one video
that inadvertently outed a transgender woman.
In the realm of research ethics alone, there are a number of relevant and tricky considerations.
Even a seemingly basic question like “is it okay that none of these research ‘participants’ are giving
consent?” is highly complex. The next section will interrogate two specific case studies of real
controversies, as a way of illustrating a subset of current challenges in considering the ethics of
researching with LifeStream data.
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Case Study 1: Inference, Amplification, and False Positives

At a computer science conference, a PhD student presented research that involved a novel LifeStream
data mining method and algorithm for identifying college freshmen at risk of dropping out early.
The presentation included a video montage of LifeStream data used in the project, and the video
included a notable image of 19-year-old freshman Eliot looking into a mirror. The researcher
highlighted this image as part of an analysis that flagged the user as having markers of depression,
which was an important predictive feature in the algorithm. Though there were only perhaps 20
people attending the presentation, one of them was a journalist who was covering the conference.
In a piece she wrote about this research, she included a few still images from the video to highlight
the predictive features that the algorithm identified, including Eliot. Eliot’s parents recognized his
photo and were very alarmed; they pulled him out of school and sent him to a psychiatrist, insisting
on in-patient treatment. According to the psychiatrist, he was not depressed—just homesick and
lonely, but coping fairly well. Ironically, though he had been doing quite well in school prior to this
situation, he then got behind due to his absence. The situation came to light because of the parents’
own LifeStream feeds.
For the purposes of this discussion about researchers, set aside the actions of the journalist,
though there are potential ethical issues with journalists highlighting public content no matter the
source [20]. There has also been at least one case where a journalist not only quoted social media
data from a research paper in a story, but even contacted the user [63]. However, a relevant question
for the researcher is whether they should have considered the potential for the amplification of
content beyond the 20 people in that room. This has long been a concern for the appearance of
public data in research papers, where even when data was primarily text, it was common practice
to provide verbatim quotes. In a 2018 study of articles using Twitter data that were published in
PubMed, a database for health-related papers, 72% of those papers included at least one tweet, and
of those, the user could be located 84% of the time [5]. In many cases, this may not be a problem—not
only because so few people will read the paper, but also because the content might be unlikely to
cause harm. For example, in the case of the tweet in the New York Times story, the tweet was about
going fishing [63]. However, there were also research papers that used Twitter data to examine, for
example, eating disorders [3] and HIV [79]. Perhaps public content on a sensitive topic like these
(or depression) should be treated more carefully than content about fishing.
It is also worth noting that the content itself—the LifeStream video of Eliot looking into a mirror—did not involve Eliot saying, “I am depressed.” Instead, the label was placed on Eliot by an
algorithm, which inferred his depression based on the sum of his LifeStream data. Even though
these kinds of inferences tend to be more accurate than when they were based on tweets, they
are still never 100% accurate. False positives that incorrectly identify the presence of a characteristic—particularly something private or even stigmatized like a mental health condition—can have
significant negative consequences for the subject of the error [13], which makes the risk of amplification of the label even more severe. Though there are real benefits to this kind of research—the
potential to correctly identify people who are at risk of harm and intervene in a way that can help
them—there are risks as well, whether labels are accurate or inaccurate. In these cases, it is critical
that researchers take steps to protect the subjects in their data.
This care is particularly important because LifeStream provides a complication beyond that of
traditional social media: the presence of bystanders. LifeStream non-users still appear in this public
data that is available for analysis, and even though they have not “signed up” for being included,
they could be researched or labeled as well. For example, researchers have created algorithms that
can identify someone’s sexual orientation from their LifeStream feed very accurately, even if the
data is sparse (unsurprising, considering that researchers once did the same with photographs
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mined from a dating site [52]). It also is not unheard of for researchers to include photographs
of people from public data in papers without their knowledge [38]. LifeStream data from a board
game night is not equivalent to LifeStream data from a support group meeting, and it is imperative
that researchers consider this context in order to make decisions about how they treat it.
4.2

Case Study 2: Deleted Data and Data Curation

A number of years ago, a 28-year-old North Carolina man committed suicide. Sometime last year, his
widow, Mary, began receiving video messages: spliced together LifeStream content of her husband,
edited to make it seem as if he were criticizing her and blaming her for his death—including
footage of his suicide. Around the same time, three other women received similar messages, all
cruelly remixed videos of deceased loved ones—a father, a sister, a child. All five were female game
developers, and eventually it was revealed that the perpetrator was a self-described troll who had
found a cruel new way to harass his victims. In Mary’s case, the video was even more shocking
because after her husband’s death, she had requested that the LifeStream content related to his
suicide be deleted, and the company had done so. The troll eventually revealed that he had obtained
the video from a publicly available dataset compiled by a university researcher who had conducted
a linguistic analysis of “last words”; the dataset included all LifeStream data from the last three
days of over 5 million people who had died on the platform in the past 5 years, and it was published
in a public repository in conjunction with the publication of a research paper.
A remaining significant tension with respect to research ethics is the tension between protecting
data privacy and sharing data in the spirit of open science and replicability. Despite longstanding
debates, there is still no clear resolution, particularly for data that is not public and may be
identifiable [21], but there is a clear norm or even requirement within certain research communities
(e.g., machine learning) to share datasets with published papers. There was a push to encourage
this practice for public social media research, for a number of compelling reasons in favor of open
science: to support reproducibility and comparability; to avoid digital divides in data accessibility;
and to save time and money in the data collection process [75]. However, there are also ethical
challenges that accompany this practice—for example, the difficulty of anonymization and possibility
of re-identification of content creators, and the non-consensual archiving of user content that they
might have deleted [75].
The “last words” dataset in this situation was, at the time of the researcher’s collection, all publicly
available—all he did was curate and archive it. There are two issues here—first, the archiving of
data that was later deleted, and second, the overall curation, regardless of whether the data was
deleted. With respect to the first, a study of user attitudes about research ethics for Twitter data
revealed that users largely considered the use of deleted tweets by researchers to be unethical [29],
and LifeStream data is deleted more frequently than traditional social media was. The issue is one
of respect for the user’s control over their own content; if they (or someone with power over their
content, like a surviving relative in the case of a death) no longer want to share that content, should
a researcher be able to take that control from them by creating an archive of it? Datasets are rarely
cleaned for deleted or removed data, even for sensitive contexts [13]. However, one possibility
for mitigating potential harm is to, rather than duplicating data, provide a dataset that includes
pointers to where that data lives in the LifeStream feed; in this case, other researchers can recreate
the dataset, absent any data that has been deleted [75].
The second question is whether there are ethical issues with simply the curation of the data, if
all of it were public and available for anyone to find. A similar question came up in 2016, when
a researcher released a public dataset of every profile from the dating site OKCupid without any
anonymization [81]. The researcher’s response, when questioned about this, was that the data
was “already public,” and that the dataset simply put it “in a more useful form” [81]. There was
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considerable controversy following this response, particularly since, given the type of data that was
available, it would have been trivial to connect that data (which included, for example, the answers
to very personal questions about sexual preferences) to real names. Perhaps the sensitivity of the
content matters; could the “last words” researcher have anticipated such a cruel use of the data he
curated? Though sadly, using deceased loved ones as trolling ammunition is not unheard of [76],
data regarding death is still more sensitive (and thus has more potential for harm) than many types
of data. In a 2017 paper in which the data involved social media users who had committed suicide,
the authors decided that because the dataset could “expose sensitive information widely,” rather
than releasing the dataset publicly, they would make it available on a case-by-case basis, sharing
only the subsets of data needed to fill a particular research request [39]. Particularly in cases where
the context is potentially sensitive, this could be a good solution to balance harm mitigation and
openness in research.
5

Conclusion

These two controversies highlight a number of the ethical challenges currently facing researchers
who are making use of public LifeStream data. They also served to highlight this problem more
widely—in the media, among researchers, in the general public—about researchers on LifeStream
and what their ethical obligations should be. However, these discussions largely lack a historical
perspective; this is nothing new. In fact, though these cases may seem extreme due to the personal
nature and scope of the data involved, the complexities highlighted are very similar to those that
researchers faced when collecting public social media data on platforms like Twitter and Facebook.
However, the practices of the past are still influencing those of the present. In much the same
way that decisions in case law create legal precedent that can persist over decades of social and
technological change, so too can ethical heuristics—like “but the data is already public.” The
situations discussed here highlight how critical it is that researchers not only update their thinking
to account for new technological and social arrangements but resist norms that are too rigid to
account for context. Consider, for example, the legal doctrine of fair use, which provides exceptions
to U.S. copyright law; this doctrine is designed as a set of flexibly weighed factors rather than
bright-line rules in part so that it can adapt to changes in technical and content practices [4]. This
has allowed the law, which was codified in the 1970s, to adapt to digital technology, the internet,
and beyond.
However, though we have been asking similar questions around research ethics for many years,
regulations are still ambiguous and inconsistently applied, practices still vary widely between
disciplines and even individual researchers, and there is still not enough reflection about these issues
among researchers to move us towards stable but contextually sensitive norms. Past precedent,
codified by thousands of papers with the same methods, has helped to solidify our current position.
Perhaps if we had worked more carefully and deliberately through the first ethical challenges that
social media created for researchers, we would not still be asking the same questions at a point
where the data we use is more robust and the consequences of our lack of forethought more severe.
6

Author’s Concluding Notes

The goal of this design fiction was to illustrate the importance of thinking through the ethical
implications of research using public data now, even when the immediate harms may not be obvious.
Speculative designs can encourage people to compare possible futures to the technologies and
practices of the present [78]. Because the potential harms and privacy violations inherent in the
availability of data like that envisioned in The Circle are more obvious than those of the present, my
hope is that for researchers reading this paper, drawing a line between the present and a possible
future illustrates the slippery slope between them. I drew inspiration from The Circle for LifeStream
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for similar reasons as Wong et al. in their study that directly solicited values reflection based
on technologies presented in the book [77, 78]; these technologies are already part of the public
imagination (in part due to a film adaptation) and they represent a logical next step based on the
trajectory of current technological development. Indeed, even as researchers today are creating
design fiction to speculate about the technology of the future, those same designs are close to
becoming reality [77].
Design fiction, as a way of considering possible futures, has long been perfectly positioned
to interrogate the ethical implications of technology. It encourages us to explore consequences
[8], whether we are considering radical digital interventions [53] or the natural social and ethical
evolution of technology [55]. It also allows us to consider what it would mean for a technology to
exist not just as a prototype but how it might be adopted in the real world [54]. Further, the design
fiction presented here goes beyond how a technology might be adopted by users and considers
instead how the data that it produces might be adopted and used by researchers. Design fiction can
be seen as a kind of world building, where artefacts can serve as entry points into that world [15];
here, the entry points are research uses of data that illustrate particular types of consequences and
harm, such as amplification and harassment.
Potential negative consequences of research and practice has recently been a topic of increased
discussion within the HCI community, beyond just the design of new technology [35]. Just as
we might ask “How does this work contribute to the future enslavement of humankind by evil
robots?” [45], we should also ask what harm we might do with data when we forget that there are
people behind it. Accordingly, this design fiction presents an example of a type of speculation that
considers secondary rather than primary uses of a technology—which forces a focus on unintended
consequences.
Unintended consequences are a critical part of ethical speculation, which is one reason that
design fiction is well-suited for teaching ethics. Students are often not well-trained when it comes
to research ethics—particularly researchers who are accustomed to working with data but not
human subjects. It can be challenging to teach students to recognize larger ethical issues and the
responsibility that comes with building or studying technology, but creative speculation is an
excellent tool for engaging students in the scope and implications of current and future work in
computer science [12]. It is hard to read a book like The Circle and not speculate about the ethical
implications of this technology; if someone can think through the implications of the technology
that someone might create in thirty years, they can also think through the implications of the
technology that they might create (or study) tomorrow.
The implications explored in this design fiction were drawn from many discussions about open
questions in research ethics for pervasive public data, largely from a string of workshops and
panel discussions over the past five years. The types of harms explored, and the ethical decisions
that might have helped mitigate them, track to suggestions in prior work for the types of context
that researchers should be taking into account, particularly: the character of the content, the
vulnerability of who created it, who will be making use of it, and what that use is [29]. A goal
of design fiction is to allow visions to tomorrow to shape the research directions of today [7].
To add to this ongoing push for contextually driven research ethics decisions that move beyond
“publicness” of data, my hope is that by looking to how the ethical precedents of today might
impact the practices of tomorrow, we can work towards research, policies, ethical guidelines, and
technologies that are forward-thinking.
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